3D AOI Arena—Compare. Evaluate. Decide

Save the date
productronica | World's Leading Trade Fair for
Electronics Development and Production
Date: Nov 12 - 15, 2019

In collaboration with 10 inspection system manufacturers, the trade journals
EPP and EPP Europe have organized an exclusive event, the 3D AOI Arena.
This arena will allow visitors of the trade fair to see today’s best inspection
solutions, all in one place.

Due to specific trends following Industry 4.0, including complex PCB design
and assemblies, miniaturization, high density boards with more functionality,
etc., reliable quality control is needed now more than ever, to provide highquality production. Automated optical inspection solutions ensure the quality
of printed circuit boards and electrical assemblies. Looking in particular for
faults or defects of components, the visual inspection technology verifies that
all elements are built correctly before leaving the production line. These defects
may include components that are misplaced, missing, or incorrect, as well as,
surface feature defects, open circuits, and solder quantity.
Meet the 3D AOI Arena experts
The arena will display 10 automated optical inspection machines from 10
distinguished manufacturers alongside one another, each exhibiting their latest
features. Right away, trade fair visitors will get the chance to measure the most
renowned competitive solutions, in order to figure out which best suits their
needs. Company representatives will be available in the arena at any time to
give demonstrations and answer questions.
For even further information, multiple live moderated guided tours will take
place every day in both English and German. There will be introductions of each
solution, explanations and descriptions of all hardware and software, as well as
Q&A rounds. Time saving and informational, the 3D AOI Arena is the only way
to gather all needed information in so little time.
Measure the top AOI machines available in the market, all in one arena.
Location: Hall A2, stand 506
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